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Understanding OBPM Process VersioningUnderstanding OBPM Process VersioningUnderstanding OBPM Process VersioningUnderstanding OBPM Process Versioning    
 

OBPM process versions are represented by three numbers dot separated, the first two 

numbers are the Project Version (major and minor version) and the last one is the 

Project Revision. 

i.e. 10.3.1 means (10=major version, 3=minor version, and 1=revision) 

 

When you publish a project for the very first time all processes in there will be 

the 1.0.0 version. 

To understand how to publish a project, check this documentation: 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/E13154_01/bpm/docs65/admin_guide/index.html?t=mo

dules/projects/enterprise/t_Deploying_Project.html 

 

When you re-publish an already published project, the project minor version and 

project revision can vary.  Project Versioning and Process Compatibility are 

explained here: 

http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/E13154_01/bpm/docs65/admin_guide/modules/project

s/enterprise/c_Head_Project_Version.html 

 

When you re-publish an already published project, you can check the “Increase the “Increase the “Increase the “Increase the 

project version number.”project version number.”project version number.”project version number.” option, that will cause a change in the processes Major 

version, no matter if processes are compatible or not.  When you do this, you are 

making the processes incompatible to the already deployed ones so the rules for 

deploying a non-compatible version apply.  

 

After publishing a project you have to deploy it to make it available into 

production. 

 

 

    



Publishing and Deploying a ProjectPublishing and Deploying a ProjectPublishing and Deploying a ProjectPublishing and Deploying a Project    
 

These two administration activities are much related but there is a difference 

between them.  You can do them sequentially using the option “Deploy processes “Deploy processes “Deploy processes “Deploy processes 

after publishing them”after publishing them”after publishing them”after publishing them” or you can publish the project first and deploy the 

processes later. 

 

 

PublishingPublishingPublishingPublishing    

When you publish a project you make it available for deployment. 

The project and all the processes on it are validated and stored in the repository. 

A new project version is created.  

 

 

DeployingDeployingDeployingDeploying    

When you deploy a project you make it available into production. 

If the project contains many processes, you can deploy all or just some of the 

them. 

You can only deploy a process that has been already published or use the “Deploy “Deploy “Deploy “Deploy 

processes after publishing them” processes after publishing them” processes after publishing them” processes after publishing them” option to do the two actions sequentially. 

The deployed processes become ACTIVE. 

    

UndeployingUndeployingUndeployingUndeploying    

When a process is undeployed it becomes NOT DEPLOYED but is still PUBLISHED.  The 

Administrator has to be very careful when undeploying processes since it removes 

the deployment history and all running instances of these process will be lost. 

 

UnpublishingUnpublishingUnpublishingUnpublishing    

When a project has noprocesses deployed the Administrator can unpublish it.  This 

removes the project and processes metadata and history from the repository. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ant TasksThe Ant TasksThe Ant TasksThe Ant Tasks    
 

OBPM provides ant tasks to perform some of the Administration Operations: 

 



-Publish 

-Unpublish 

-Deploy 

-Undeploy 

 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13154_01/bpm/docs65/anttasks/index.html 

 



Understanding OBPM Process StatesUnderstanding OBPM Process StatesUnderstanding OBPM Process StatesUnderstanding OBPM Process States    
 

The following graphic shows how the Administrator can change the process status by 

performing different actions.  Process statuses are the in blue boxes and 

Administrator actions are symbolized by arrows. 

 

When a process version is ACTIVE users can create new instances and work with them. 

When a process version is DEPRECATED users cannot create new instances on that 

version but you can work with the already created ones (they where created when the 

version was active).   

When a process version is NOT DEPLOYED users cannot create new instances and you 

won't have any instances to work with.  The Administrator has to be very careful 

when undeploying processes since it removes the deployment history and all running 

instances of these process will be lost. 

 

 

 

 



    



The OBPM Process LifeThe OBPM Process LifeThe OBPM Process LifeThe OBPM Process Life----cyclecyclecyclecycle    
 

When you deploy a project for the very first time all processes in there will be 

ACTIVE and in the 1.0.0 version. 

 

After that, when re-publishing and re-deploying already deployed processes, there 

are two options according the new process is compatible with the old one or not.   

 

AAAA----Redeploying a Compatible Process:Redeploying a Compatible Process:Redeploying a Compatible Process:Redeploying a Compatible Process:    

In this scenario the old revision of the process is replaced by the new one, which 

will be the ACTIVE one and project revision will be incremented by one.  New 

process instances and already running instances will use the latest version of the 

process.   

 

BBBB----Redeploying an Incompatible Process:Redeploying an Incompatible Process:Redeploying an Incompatible Process:Redeploying an Incompatible Process:    

In this scenario the new version of the process will be ACTIVE creating a new minor 

version, and the old version of the project will be DEPRECATED automatically.  New 

process instances will use the latest version of process, and the old (already 

running) instances will remain with the old version of the process.  Notice there 

will be only one ACTIVE version of a process at a time and there could be many 

DEPRECATED versions running in parallel. 

This scenario also applies when forcing a new major version of a project using the 

“Increase the project version number” “Increase the project version number” “Increase the project version number” “Increase the project version number” option when publishing. 

 

 

Miscellaneous Actions:Miscellaneous Actions:Miscellaneous Actions:Miscellaneous Actions:    
 

Switching Project Revisions:Switching Project Revisions:Switching Project Revisions:Switching Project Revisions:    

When there are many revisions of a process deployed and compatibility allows it, 

you can go back to previous revision.  This can be done clicking on the Modify 

option on the Deployment screen, and activate and old-compatible revision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Redeploying Processes Stored in the ProcesRedeploying Processes Stored in the ProcesRedeploying Processes Stored in the ProcesRedeploying Processes Stored in the Process History:s History:s History:s History:    
    

Every time you publish/republish a process its history is updated.  You can go 

through that history and re-deploy one old version/revision of it.  In this 

scenario there are two possibilities regarding the old-selected process is 

compatible with the current one or not.  This has been previously explained in A 

and B above.  In this particular case there won't be a new process version, since 

the project has been already published. 

The following screen shows how to deploy an old revision of a process from its 

history record: 

 

 


